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Abstract 

Nanocarriers based on polymers, metals and lipids have been extensively developed for 

cancer therapy and diagnosis due to their ability to enhance drug accumulation in cancer 

cells and decrease undesired drug toxicity in healthy tissues. Overcoming multidrug 

resistance by designing proper drug nanocarriers will improve outcome of existing 

oncologic treatments such as chemotherapy or radiotherapy. In this article the relation 

between physicochemical properties and capacity of a nanosystem to deliver therapeutic 

agents into pathological sites is discussed. Most promising examples of drug delivery 

systems are reviewed, and, in particular, the design of a carbohydrate based matrix with 

entrapped gold nanoparticles is highlighted.  
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1. Introduction  

Based on GLOBOCAN estimates, about 3.4 million new cancer cases and 1.8 million 

deaths due to cancer occurred in 2012 in Europe (Figure 1) (Non-melanoma skin cancer is 

not included). Breast, colorectal, lung and prostate cancers are the most common types of 

cancer. Lung cancer is the leading cause of death contributing to nearly 20% of all cancers 

deaths. Other leading causes of cancer death include colorectal, breast and stomach cancers. 

Ratio of reported deaths (mortality) due to new cases (incidence) is calculated for 27 types 

of cancer (Figure 1). The higher ratio is associated with a high risk of death, and a lower 

number is associated with a lower risk of death. Testicular, thyroid, prostate and breast 

cancer have relatively good prognosis (ratio < 0.3). Patients with ovarian, gallbladder, 

brain, stomach, lung or oesophageal cancer have quite poor prognosis (ratio 0.5-0.9). While 

patients with pancreatic or liver cancer have the worst prognosis of all malignancies (ratio 

1). This means that conventional therapies (surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy) and 

modern treatment modalities (immunotherapy, biologic response modifiers, differentiating 

drugs, antiangionesis drugs, signal transduction inhibitors, vaccines, targeted therapy, 
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hormonal therapy, gene therapy) are not effective enough to treat all cancers. Often it has 

been found that promising agents in vitro have had little impact on disease in clinical trials 

[1]. One of the main causes behind the failure of treatments are the development of various 

resistance mechanisms by cancer cells leading to the recurrence of the disease [2]. The 

heterogeneity of molecular alterations in signalling pathways involved in the pathogenesis 

of these tumours contributes significantly to their resistance to treatment.  

 

 

Figure 1. Number of new cases and deaths from cancer for both sexes and all ages in Europe 

in 2012 [3]. Higher ratio is associated with higher risk of death from cancer. 

 

Chemotherapeutic agents used in cancer treatment are capable of blocking critical cell cycle 

phases leading to death of tumour cells (Table 1) [4].  

 

Table 1. List of Chemotherapeutic agents [4, 5]. 

Type of Chemotherapeutic 

agents 

Class of Chemotherapeutic 

agents 

Examples 

Alkylating agents 

Mustard gas derivative 

Mechlorethamine 

Cyclophosphamide  

Chlorambucil 

Melphalan 

Ifosfamide 

Ethylenimines 
Thiotepa 

Hexamethylmelamine 

Alkylsulfonates Busulfan 

Hydrazines and Triazines 

Altretamine 

Procarbazine 

Dacarbazine  

Temozolomide 

Nitrosureas 

Carmustine 

Lomustine  

Streptozocin 
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Metal salts 

Carboplatin 

Cisplatin 

Oxaliplatin 

Antitumour antibiotics 

Anthracyclines 

Doxorubicin 

Daunorubicin 

Epirubicin 

Mitoxantrone 

Idarubicin 

Chromomycins 
Dactinomycin 

Plicamycin 

Miscellaneous 
Mitomycin 

Bleomycin 

Antimetabolites 

Folic acid antagonist Methotrexate 

Pyrimidine antagonist 

5-Fluorouracil 

Foxuridine 

Cytarabine 

Capecitabine  

Gemcitabine 

Purine antagonist 
6-Mercaptopurine 

6-Thioguanine 

Adenosine deaminase inhibitor 

Cladribine 

Fludarabine 

Nelarabine 

Pentostatin 

Plant alkaloids 

Vinca alkaloids 

 

Vincristine 

Vinblastine 

Vinorelbine 

Podophyllotoxins 
Etoposide 

Tenisopide 

Taxanes 

 

Paclitaxel 

Docetaxel 

Camptothecan analogs 
Irinotecan 

Topotecan 

Topoisomerase inhibitors 

Topoisomerase I inhibitors 

 

Ironotecan 

topotecan 

Topoisomerase II inhibitors 

 

Amsacrine 

Etoposide 

etoposide phosphate  

teniposide 

Miscellaneous Antineoplastics 

Ribonucleotide reductase 

inhibitor 

Hydroxyurea 

Adrenocortical steroid inhibitor 

 

Mitotane 

Enzymes 

 

Asparaginase  

Pegaspargase 

Antimicrotubule agent Estramustine 
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Retinoids 

Bexarotene 

Isotretinoin 

Tretinoin 

Mitotic inhibitors (plant 

alkaloids and natural products) 

 

Taxanes 

 

Paclitaxel 

Docetaxel 

Epothilones ixabepilone 

Vinca alkaloids 

Vinblastine 

Vincristine 

vinorelbine 

 Estramustine 

Corticosteroids  

Prednisone 

Methylprednisolone 

Dexamethasone 

Others  
L-asparaginase 

Bortezomib 

 

However, chemotherapy success rate has limitations due to undesired side effects and 

variations in individual patient responses. Anticancer activity of chemotherapeutics is not 

selective to tumours often causing damage to healthy tissues [4, 6-8]. Unfavourable drug 

pharmacokinetics (low half-life time in the bloodstream) and pharmacodynamics 

(unselective drug-receptor interactions) combined with high drug doses and poor drug 

solubility are the principal limitations of conventional chemotherapy [7, 9-12]. In cancer 

treatment, there are challenges in design and optimization of a synergism among different 

therapeutic components and a myriad of drugs to conquer the above mentioned limitations. 

Thus, there is a need for innovative medical treatment strategies effective even for 

advanced disease. Nanotechnology represents an innovative direction offering many 

advantages for cancer detection and treatment. 

 

 
Scheme 1. Most common drawbacks of the current cancer therapies.  
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2. Challenges for new delivery systems 

 Angiogenesis 

Solid tumours have particular pathophysiological characteristics such as rapid abnormal 

formation of new capillary blood vessels (angiogenesis) [13, 14] revealing hyper vascular 

permeability, defective vascular architecture and poor lymphatic drainage compared to that 

of normal tissues [13, 15] (Figure 2). Angiogenesis process is regulated by the production 

of pro-angiogenic cytokines, matrix proteins, growth factors and other mediators [16, 17]. 

In fact, these angiogenesis activators and inhibitors are the main targets of current clinical 

investigations to improve treatment of carcinomas [16]. Development of tumour 

vasculature from pre-existing vessels is fundamental for the growth and progression of 

cancer. Particularly, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF, also known as vascular 

permeability factor, VPF) has been investigated as a prominent cytokine in the 

angiogenesis mechanism [18]. 

In general, administration of effective concentrations of anti-angiogenic agents for a long 

period is not possible due to dose-limiting systemic toxicity to non-malignant tissues [19, 

20]. This fact is improved by a weakened pharmacokinetics [21]. A low selectivity of 

anticancer agents which are, normally, toxic to healthy cells and the high fraction of cancer 

cell mutation contributes to a low chemotherapeutic process [21]. This fact occurs due to 

the drug resistance associated with changes in changes in drug metabolism, changes in 

survival/apoptotic pathways or amplification of drug targets [22, 23]. On the other hand, 

some studies reported the intratumoural heterogeneity, due to genetic variation, stochastic 

processes, the microenvironment, cell and tissue plasticity, that will have effect on drug 

sensitivity [22, 24, 25]. Heterogeneity varies between and within tumour types [26]. A long 

circulation time and bioavailability of an anti-angiogenic drug and, consequently, the 

minimization of drug loss and administration of a lower drug dose with fewer treatment 

sessions could be a strategy to target the drug in the direction of a specific tissue, improving 

the treatment response and lessen side effects [19, 27]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of angiogenesis process. 

 

 Multidrug Resistance 

A factor correlating with angiogenesis process is the multidrug resistance (MDR) problem 

[28, 29] in conventional chemotherapy. It is well known that cancer cells divide and grow 
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much faster than other cells in the body. This rapid uncontrolled proliferation induces 

frequent mutations leading to the development of resistance against anticancer therapy.  

MDR of cancer cells severely limits therapeutic outcomes [30, 31]. Cancer drug resistance is 

a complex phenomenon (Figure 3) that is influenced by drug inactivation, drug target 

alteration, drug efflux, DNA damage repair, cell death inhibition, epithelial-mesenchymal 

transition, inherent cell heterogeneity, epigenetic effects, or any combination of these 

mechanisms [30, 31].  

 
Figure 3. Cellular factors that may cause drug resistance. These mechanisms can act 

independently or in combination through various signal transduction pathways. 

 

Overexpression of the ATP-dependent pumps, such as P-glycoprotein, promotes MDR. 

Limitations associated to the drug influx occur followed by increased elimination of the 

drug from the cancer cells [32, 33]. Overall, MDR mechanism is a concert of factors such 

as decrease of drug uptake, increase of drug efflux, activation of DNA repair processes and 

other adaptive molecular responses within the nucleus or cytoplasm [34]. Cellular 

membrane provides one of the most frequent defence mechanisms involving a permeability 

P-glycoprotein, also known as MDR protein. P-glycoprotein decreases the influx of an 

anticancer agent and is also responsible for the drug efflux out of solid tumours changing 

the mutation and apoptotic mechanism [7]. In modern anticancer therapy it is essential not 

only to let the protection mechanism of cancer cells to fail but also to protect non-tumour 

cells from the toxic effects of the chemotherapeutic agents [28, 29]. Many strategies to 

overcome such resistance have been suggested, and nanoparticle technologies may enhance 

drug delivery and activity to overcome some resistance mechanisms. 

 

3. Drug Delivery Systems 

In the last years, drug delivery systems (DDS) have attracted a considerable attention as 

promising tools to achieve better drug retention and release in cancer tissues and, thus, to 

overcome the MDR and associated side effects. DDS have impact in therapeutics and 

diagnostics applications due to their unique electrical, chemical and optical characteristics, 

biocompatibility and reactive surface, which confer high potential to improved drug 

bioavailability, drug controlled release, favourable pharmacologic and pharmacodynamic 

properties and significant reduction of unwanted systemic side effects [6, 8, 11, 35]. 
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Targeting anticancer drugs selectively to cancer cells is a concurrent challenge of 

nanotechnology-based DDS [36, 37]. Transport and release of the anticancer drug at a 

specific site by NPs will give considerable improvement of cancer treatment (Figure 4) 

[32].  

 

 
Figure 4. Drug delivery nanosystem. 

 

Nitrosylcobalamin has been shown to act as a “Trojan horse” to deliver nitric oxide (NO) to 

cancer cells. Once NO is liberated in the cells it inhibits methionine synthase leading to cell 

death [38]. This suggests the role of NO in enhancing the EPR-mediated drug release 

opening a new direction in exploring the combination of drugs and NO [39]. 

Controlled release of anticancer drugs by ionizing radiation has not been shown so far in a 

clinical situation. However, drug release from biodegradable polymer nanoparticles has 

been reported in cell models. Release of lipophilic (lidocaine base) and hydrophilic 

(lidocaine salt) model drugs has been shown from PLGA nanoparticles [40]. Other 

investigators have reported doxorubicin release from gold nanoparticles by radiation [41]. 

Drugs controlling proteasome activity are also suited for manipulation of cell sensitivity to 

radiation [42]. We have shown that uptake and action of the proteasome inhibitor drug 

(bortezomib) is enhanced by gold nanoparticles [43] and the combination of gold 

nanoparticles and radiation [44].The main effect responsible for polymer 

nanoparticle/micelle disintegration is polymer chain split due to ionizing radiation [45]. 

Assembling magnetite (iron oxide) and gold NPs could be an attractive way to design novel 

contrast agents for dual magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) / X-ray detection [46] and MRI 

/ photooptical imaging [47]. Hybrids made of iron oxide NPs with gold can also be a 

unique platform for magnetothermal drug delivery and therapy [48]. 

A broad choice of materials is available for formulation of DDS to improve drug 

bioavailability and efficacy. The main challenges of DDS are biocompatibility, crossing 

biological barriers and targeting the specific sites. The present approaches to overcome 

these drawbacks are based in the development of DDS based in natural polymers, 

biocompatible metals and purification methods. Additionally new approaches based in 

fluorescent labelled DDS are used for identification of dysplasia by molecular imaging 

[49]. The prof-of-principle of targeting and drug release is being investigated by attaching 
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antibodies to DDS [50] and by applying radiation [51, 52] or by thermal effects in the 

tissues [53, 54]. 

Nanosystems like dendrimers, liposomes, niosomes, metal based NPs, micelles, 

nanoemulsions, quantum dots and polymer NPs have been developed (Table 2). They are 

expected to overcome the limitations such as poor solubility and stability at physiological 

pH, inadequate biodistribution, low bioavailability, which are observed when anticancer 

drugs are administered in a conventional way [4, 9, 10, 32, 36, 55-58]. Physico-chemical 

properties such as composition, shape, roughness, hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity, 

hydrodynamic diameter and surface charge influence the stability of DDS nanosystems [12, 

59] and their drug delivery applications [8, 60]. 

 

Table 2. DDS nanosystem classes and their composition. 

Nanosystem 
 

Schematic 

representation 

Size The newest 

reviews 

Dendrimers Poly(amidoamine) 

 

1-10 nm [61-65] 

Fullerenes Carbon based 

nanocarriers 

 

 
[66] 

Inorganic 

nanoparticles 

Gold nanoparticles 

(AuNPs) 

 

2-100 nm [67-72] 

Quantum dots 

 

1-20 nm [73-78] 

Carbon nanotubes 

 

Length of 

140 nm 

[79-84] 
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Nanosystem 
 

Schematic 

representation 

Size The newest 

reviews 

Mesoporous silica 

nanoparticles 

 

80-500 nm [85-91] 

Polymer-based 

nanoparticles 

Polylactic acid (PLA) 

nanoparticles; 

poly(cyano)-acrylates, 

polyethyleneimine; 

polysaccharides including 

alginate, chitosan, gum 

Arabic 
 

 
[92-97] 

Liposomes Phospholipids 

 

50-210 nm [98-100] 

 

Nanosystems can be functionalized to attach drugs and targeting biomolecules [101]. It is 

reported that some nanosystems based on AuNPs, polymeric NPs (FDA approved) and 

liposomes show low cytotoxicity and good biocompatibility required to preserve the 

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of drug molecules [101]. On the other 

hand, there are some drawbacks associated with the nanoparticles. The nanoparticle 

physical aggregation in liquid and dry forms can set limitations for their handling and 

applicability [102]. Additionally, in vivo efficacy should be evaluated [103]. 

DDS may be administered by different routes, which include intravenous, intramuscular or 

subcutaneous injection, as well as per oral, ophthalmic or transdermal administration [104]. 

In some cases, it may be combined with surgical intervention for DDS-guided cancer 

removal. 

Continuous research has been focused on the behaviour of nanostructures in biological 

systems. When nanocarriers are administered an immune response is triggered in order to 

protect the body against the foreign NPs. It has been shown that relatively small NPs can 

avoid being detected and cleared by the immune system involving reticuloendothelial 

system (RES) and opsonization process [105, 106]. Intravenous administration of NPs leads 

to their recognition by the immune system and, consequently, phagocytosis occurs. Hence, 

it is important to decrease the adsorption of blood components such as opsonins on the NP 

surface, thus, hiding the drug from phagocytic cells [107]. Improvement of DDS stability 

and bioavailability can be achieved by functionalizing NPs with hydrophilic 

polymers/surfactants such as poly(ethylene glycol) layer, poloaximine and polysorbate 80 
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[7, 12, 108]. Effective repulsive forces will avoid aggregation and precipitation of such 

polymer-functionalized nanocarriers prolonging their blood circulation time [7, 12, 60]. For 

specific cell targeting other functionalization methods are being developed by conjugation 

of NPs with specific ligands or therapeutic agents. Auspicious utilization of chimeric and 

humanized antibodies as targeting agents opens up a possibility for successful application 

of nanosystems as targeting and selective DDS for anticancer drug delivery [109]. 

 

Efficient loading of chemotherapeutic agents, such as doxorubicin, paclitaxel, carboplatin, 

into NPs has been reported [110-114]. Several colloidal carriers are under development or 

already on the market (Table 3). 

 

Table 3. Colloidal systems under development, in clinical trials or on the market 

Formulation Drug Product Application Status References 

      

PEGylated 

liposome 

Doxorubicin 

Doxil 

 

Ovarian and 

multiple 

myeloma 

 

Phase I-

II 

 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT02081495?term=Doxil&rank=1 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT00826085?term=Thermodox&ra

nk=1 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01715168?term=Doxil&rank=5 

Acute 

Myeloid 

Leukemia 

Phase II 

 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01736943?term=Doxil&rank=13 

 

Relapsed or 

Refractory 

Cutaneous 

T-cell 

Lymphoma 

Phase I https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01902225?term=Doxil&rank=19 

 

breast 

cancer 

 

Phase I https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01902225?term=Doxil&rank=19 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT02131506?term=Doxil&rank=55 

Lipsomes Thermodox 

Primary 

liver 

 

Phase III http://celsion.com/docs/pipeline_ov

erview 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT00346229?term=ThermoDox&ra

nk=8 

breast 

cancer 

Phase I-

II 

http://celsion.com/docs/pipeline_ov

erview 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT00826085?term=Thermodox&ra

nk=1 

Liver 

metastases 

Phase I http://celsion.com/docs/pipeline_ov

erview 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02081495?term=Doxil&rank=1
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02081495?term=Doxil&rank=1
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00826085?term=Thermodox&rank=1
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00826085?term=Thermodox&rank=1
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00826085?term=Thermodox&rank=1
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01902225?term=Doxil&rank=19
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01902225?term=Doxil&rank=19
http://celsion.com/docs/pipeline_overview
http://celsion.com/docs/pipeline_overview
http://celsion.com/docs/pipeline_overview
http://celsion.com/docs/pipeline_overview
http://celsion.com/docs/pipeline_overview
http://celsion.com/docs/pipeline_overview
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https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT02181075?term=Thermodox&ra

nk=4 

Polymeric 

micelles (PEG-

poly(aspartic 

acid) block 

copolymer) 

NK911 Solid 

tumours in 

mice 

Phase I http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubm

ed/15477860 

 

Albumin 

nanoparticles 

Paclitaxel 

Abraxane 

Advanced 

breast, 

advanced 

non-small 

lung and 

advanced 

pancreatic 

cancers 

On the 

market 

http://www.abraxane.com/ 

http://chemocare.com/chemotherap

y/drug-

info/abraxane.aspx#.VIcb2jGsUxQ 

 

Multiple 

Myeloma 

Phase I-

II 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT02075021?term=Abraxane&rank

=4 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT02075021?term=Abraxane&rank

=4 

Metastatic 

pancreatic 

cancer 

Phase II https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT02017015?term=abraxane&rank

=5  

Metastatic 

Melanoma 

Phase II https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01827111?term=abraxane&rank

=8 

Colorectal 

and Small 

Bowel 

Adenocarcin

o)mas 

Phase II https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01730586?term=abraxane&rank

=9 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT02103062?term=abraxane&rank

=58 

Recurrent 

and 

Refractory 

Lymphoma 

Phase I-

II 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01555853?term=abraxane&rank

=22 

Polymeric 

micelles 

(poly(ethylene 

glycol)-

poly(D,L-

lactide) 

copolymer) 

Genexol-PM 

Non-small 

Lung and 

breast 

cancer 

On the 

market  

 

http://www.evaluategroup.com/Uni

versal/View.aspx?type=Story&id=2

67402 

[115] 

 

Advanced 

malignancie

s 

Phase I http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubm

ed/15173077 

 

http://www.abraxane.com/
http://chemocare.com/chemotherapy/drug-info/abraxane.aspx#.VIcb2jGsUxQ
http://chemocare.com/chemotherapy/drug-info/abraxane.aspx#.VIcb2jGsUxQ
http://chemocare.com/chemotherapy/drug-info/abraxane.aspx#.VIcb2jGsUxQ
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02075021?term=Abraxane&rank=4
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02075021?term=Abraxane&rank=4
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02075021?term=Abraxane&rank=4
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02075021?term=Abraxane&rank=4
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02075021?term=Abraxane&rank=4
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01730586?term=abraxane&rank=9
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01730586?term=abraxane&rank=9
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01730586?term=abraxane&rank=9
http://www.evaluategroup.com/Universal/View.aspx?type=Story&id=267402
http://www.evaluategroup.com/Universal/View.aspx?type=Story&id=267402
http://www.evaluategroup.com/Universal/View.aspx?type=Story&id=267402
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15173077
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15173077
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Advanced 

breast 

Cancer 

Phase II https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01784120?term=Genexol-

PM&rank=7 

 

Locally 

Advanced 

Head and 

Neck Cancer 

Phase II https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01689194?term=Genexol-

PM&rank=8 

 

Cetyl alcohol/ 

polysorbate 

nanoparticles 

 Brain 

tumours: U-

118, HCT-

15 cells 

Under 

develop

ment 

[116] 

PEGAuNPs Human tumour 

necrosis factor 

alpha, TNF 

Aurimmune  

(CYT-6091) 

Advanced 

Solid 

Tumours 

Phase I [117] 

Liposomes Uridine  Metastatic 

solid tumour 

Phase I [118] 

Polymeric 

micelles 
Cisplatin NC-6004 

Advanced 

and 

Metastatic 

Pancreatic 

Cancer 

 

Phase I-

II 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/st

udy/NCT00910741?term=NC-

6004&rank=3 

 

Solid 

cancer, 

Pancreatic 

and non-

small lung 

cancers 

Under 

develop

ment 

http://www.nanocarrier.co.jp/en/res

earch/pipeline/02.html 

Polymeric 

nanoparticles 

Docetaxel 

 

Docetaxel-

PNP 

Advanced 

solid 

malignancie

s 

Phase I 

 

http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01103791 

Liposomes Amphotericin B AmBisome 

Fungal 

infections 

On the 

market 

https://www.ambisome.com/  

Gilead Sciences 

 

Acute 

Leukaemia 

 

Phase II https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01615809?term=AmBisome&ra

nk=7 

 

visceral 

leishmaniasi

s in HIV co-

infected 

Ethiopian 

patients 

Phase III https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT02011958?term=AmBisome&ra

nk=5 

 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01784120?term=Genexol-PM&rank=7
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01784120?term=Genexol-PM&rank=7
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01784120?term=Genexol-PM&rank=7
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02011958?term=AmBisome&rank=5
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02011958?term=AmBisome&rank=5
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02011958?term=AmBisome&rank=5
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advanced 

HIV 

infection 

Phase I-

II 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT00885703?term=AmBisome&ra

nk=84 

nanocrystals 

paclitaxel and 

camptothecin 

 human lung 

cancer and 

murine 

breast 

cancer 

Under 

develop

ment 

[119] 

 1 platinum 

anticancer drug

s 

 

 human 

cervical 

cancer HeLa 

cells and the 

human 

hepatocarcin

oma HepG2 

cells 

[120] 

paclitaxel  Developmen

t of 

Multifunctio

nal Hybrid 

Nanocrystal

s for Cancer 

Therapy and 

Diagnosis 

 

[121] 

nanoparticles FUS1 FUS1-

nanoparticles 

Lung cancer Phase IV https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?t

erm=FUS1-

nanoparticles&Search=Search 

Liposomes 

P53 gene SGT-53 Solid 

tumours 

Phase I SynerGene Therapeutics, Inc 

http://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT0

0470613 

Daunorubicin Daunoxome 

Kaposi's 

sarcoma 

 

On the 

market 

http://www.galen.co.uk/products/da

unoxome 

Galen Limited 

Myeloid 

Leukemia 

Phase II https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/N

CT01238211?term=Daunoxome&ra

nk=20 

 

Enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect is the main mechanism of drug 

accumulation in tumours [122]. This so-called “passive” targeting is working well for 

cancer diagnosis and therapy since tumours lack lymphatic drainage. This implies a simple 

distribution of drug or DDS by blood circulation and “targets” tumours to the same extent 

http://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT00470613
http://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT00470613
http://www.galen.co.uk/products/daunoxome
http://www.galen.co.uk/products/daunoxome
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as other organs. It is suggested using a more appropriate term “drug circulation and 

extravasation” since about 95% of an administered drug ends up in unintended organs 

[123]. “Targeted” drug delivery is becoming an attractive approach in cancer therapy. 

Small molecule inhibitors, vitamins, hormones and antibodies can enhance drug delivery 

and therapeutic effects. However, “active” targeting does not necessarily mean more 

efficient accumulation of drug or DDS in tumours [124]. Current drugs or DDS actually 

cannot guide themselves to the target. “Active” targeting involves specific drug and 

receptor interactions that occur only after the drug or DDS is circulated in the blood. This 

may explain the increase in EPR effect by introducing stealth DDS with PEG coating [125]. 

Drug targeting can be accomplished only when DDS and receptor are in close proximity. 

Cell surface receptor-mediated endocytosis can be achieved through drug conjugation with 

such targeting molecules. Folate receptor targeting is a widely exploited concept [126] 

since cancer cells overexpress folate receptors [127]. 

Moieties marking specific cell surface proteins may also be used to target certain cell types. 

Fibroblast growth factor receptors (FGFR) are overexpressed in breast cancer and a wide 

variety of other tumour types [128]. Another popular approach is targeting cluster of 

differentiation (CD) proteins anchored on cell surface, for instance CD54 overexpressed in 

prostate cancer [129]. 

There is an emerging targeting approach pioneered by Russell-Jones et al. exploiting 

cobalamin (vitamin B12) pathway [130]. Cobalamin has a versatile uptake mechanism and 

is efficiently absorbed through clinically relevant ways such as oral (intestinal delivery), 

systemic (intravenous delivery) and topical (mucosal delivery) [131]. Vitamin B12 is 

involved in cellular metabolism affecting DNA synthesis and regulation in addition to fatty 

acid metabolism and amino acid metabolism. Vitamin B12 is an essential biomolecule for 

proliferating cells. However, application of cobalamin-targeting still remains widely 

unexplored and has a great potential for drug targeting applications [132]. 

 

3.1. Internalization of nanocarriers 

DDS afford better internalization of therapeutic and diagnostic molecules within the body 

with lowest effects comparing with the conventional therapies. NPs are developed to target 

different biomolecules in a carry mode. Taking advantage of the tumour morphology, cell 

proliferation, antigen expression and leaky tumour vasculature, NPs are designed for an 

efficient drug delivery [4]. In fact, this uptake and distribution in the body is based on 

various physicochemical characteristics of NPs such as NP-based nanocarrier, size, shape 

and surface charge [4, 133, 134]. NP-based nanocarriers are fundamental polymeric NPs 

(PLGA, PLA, chitosan, gelatin, polycaprolactone and poly-alkyl-cyanoacrylates), 

liposomes (lipid bilayers), dendrimers (branched molecules), nanoemulsions, quantum dots 

(semiconductormaterials), gels, prodrugs, cyclodextrins and metal NPs (gold) [35, 101, 

135-138]. According to different point of view, NPs less than 20-50 nm in hydrodynamic 

diameter are able to cross through blood vessels walls, by intravenous injections as well as 

intramuscular and subcutaneous applications [4, 134, 139, 140]. Also, spherical NPs are 

better internalized than rod-shaped NPs [139]. Surface functionalization with antibodies, 

tumour-specific antigens, short peptides, folate pH sensitive agents, polymers, confers to 

NPs better biocompatibility, solubility and stability, important properties to cross biological 

barriers [4, 133, 141]. Also, their modified surface can improve their non-recognition and 

clearance by mononuclear phagocytosis [21]. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Branching_(polymer_chemistry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecules
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiconductor
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To develop nanosystem-based DDS it is crucial to understand their behaviour in tumour 

cells and tissues. Possible mechanisms of drug delivery to tumours will depend whether the 

nanocarrier passively or actively targets the cancer cells [107, 142]. For active targeting a 

moiety having selective affinity to specific cells is conjugated with the nanocarrier surface 

to be specifically recognized by a receptor of the cancer cells [21]. Molecules that act 

as penetration enhancers are capable to recognize and bind to certain surface biomolecules, 

allowing to minimize the anticancer drug uptake by normal cells and to increase the 

retention of drug into tumour cells [4, 36]. Other targets can be specific antigens (receptors, 

enzymes, peptides) [107]. Several studies suggest folic acid, epidermal growth factor (EGF) 

and metal receptor binding ligands for the functionalization of NP surface for recognition 

of cancer cells and angiogenic microcapillaries growing around tumour cells [4, 143, 144]. 

However, if these ligands are also expressed in normal cells the nanocarriers will be non-

specific for cancer cells [7]. Accumulation of nanocarriers can also be achieved gradually at 

the target site via enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect in solid tumours.  

 Tumours often have leaky blood vessels with irregular shape and disorganized endothelial 

cells, thus, promoting the EPR effect, allowing NPs extravasation from blood flow (Figure 

5) [6, 21, 145]. This process increases absorption of nutrients and oxygen required for the 

production of fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and VEGF, which stimulate the growth of 

new blood and lymphatic vessels in the tumour [6, 146-148]. 

  

 
Figure 5. Illustration of active and passive targeting delivery. 

 

Nanocarriers have the capacity to enhance drug delivery by passive targeting due to the 

EPR effect in conjunction with their increased circulation half-life time. 

Several studies report that NPs are internalized into cancer cells through endocytosis 

(Figure 6) [108, 139, 149]. Usually in biological environment serum proteins adsorb on NP 

surface facilitating the uptake mechanism by the formation of endocytic vesicles [139].  
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Figure 6. Endocytosis process involving invagination of plasma membrane and formation 

of endocytic vesicles containing the nanocarrier-drug complexes. 

 

Kim et al. studied the influence of NP internalization on cell cycle phase [150] and showed 

that another relevant factor on uptake mechanism is NP surface functionalization. 

Techniques such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and laser scanning confocal 

microscopy (LSCM) have been useful in understanding the mechanisms of NP uptake and 

toxicity [149, 151-153]. 

 

Further in this review we will focus on polymeric and inorganic NPs, in particular, 

gold/polymeric nanoparticles for cancer therapy.  

 

 

4. Metal-based nanoparticles 

Metal NPs have been studied for drug delivery applications in chemotherapy and 

diagnostics. Inert metals such as gold and titanium are the ones most commonly used for 

controlled release of anticancer drugs [154].  

Gold NPs (AuNPs) are functional inorganic NPs. Different shapes (spheres, rods, tubes, 

wires, ribbons, cubic, hexagonal, triangular) and sizes can be achieved in a controlled way 

[155-158]. Usually spherical AuNPs are used for DDS applications (Figure 7). The 

biphasic Brust-Schiffrin method uses tetraoctylammonium bromide as the phase transfer 

reagent and sodium borohydride as reducing agent allowing the preparation of AuNPs with 

a hydrodynamic diameter between 1 and 5 nm [159, 160]. Turkevitch et al. synthesized 

AuNPs with diameter ranging from 10 to 100 nm by the reduction of HAuCl4 with sodium 

citrate [161, 162]. Colloidal AuNPs can be made for dispersion in different solvents: 

Hydrophilic AuNPs for water-based solvent and hydrophobic ones in organic solvent [141]. 
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Figure 7. TEM image of AuNPs. Typically spherical AuNPs are produced with average 

diameter of about 5-50 nm  

 

AuNPs have achieved great attention in research due to their inherent unique optical and 

chemical properties such as high electron density and strong optical absorption [141, 163]. 

Gold colloids present a characteristic strong surface plasmon resonance band at around 520 

nm and absorb throughout the visible and near infrared region rendering them active for 

biological purposes [9, 164, 165].   

AuNPs have a high tumour retention capacity due to their natural affinity to leaky tumour 

vasculature [166]. Some reports suggest the anti-angiogenic effects of AuNPs by inhibition 

of VEGF-induced angiogenesis [14, 167].  

Charge, surface functionalization, stability and size of AuNPs are important factors for the 

cellular uptake process [168-170]. Relatively easy surface modification chemistry through 

thiol linkages provides large reactive surface area and great ability to carry high drug doses 

[143, 165, 171, 172]. It is being debated which mechanism is suitable for efficient NP uptake 

by cells. Positively-charged NPs can be rapidly uptaken by tumour cells. However, the 

presence of positive charges at the NP surface also leads to immune reactions [8]. The 

mechanism how gold nanoparticles are internalized by cancer cells is shown in the scheme 

of Figure 8 and reported in our previous work ([43] supplementary information). 
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Figure 8. Uptake mechanism of gold nanoparticles. 

 

Therefore, neutral or negative NPs are considered better systems for clinical applications 

[8, 173, 174]. Most efficient cell internalization is observed for NPs with size ranging 

between 20 and 50 nm. Chan et al. showed that AuNPs with a diameter between 14 and 74 

nm are able to be internalized by HeLa cells [175].   We have shown efficient distribution 

of 38 nm pegylated gold NPs (PEGAuNPs) in pancreatic cancer cells (Figure 9) [43]. 

Biocompatibility of AuNPs is assessed by the in vitro AuNPs toxicity studies, suggesting 

the impact of physico-chemical properties of AuNPs on the toxicity in the cells [176]. 

Nevertheless, this research reports non-toxicity of small AuNPs in cells (less than 100 nm 

in diameter) with low concentrations and administration time depending on the type of cell 

lines [43, 140, 176]. Chen et al. studies confirm that spherical AuNPs with 21 nm do not 

show cell toxicity in mice [140]. Coelho et al. reported that PEGAuNPs are not toxic at 

concentration 1.0 nM in prostate cancer cells [43]. Additionally the study of Sadauskas 

suggested the inert characteristic of AuNPs and no side effects were detected [177]. 

In vivo studies reported the fate and excretion of AuNPs. The aim is to control the size and 

the shape of the NPs to minimize the potential toxicity. Also, physical and chemical 

characteristics of AuNPs can affect the absorption, metabolism, distribution and clearance 

[176]. Absorption of AuNPs is dependent on administration (intravenous, oral or intra-

rectal) and NPs size is crucial to minimize the systemic absorption, distribution and 

simultaneously to improve urinary and fecal excretion [174, 176]. Gold is excreted in the 

urine and feces but the percentage of excretion is different from patient to patient [174]. 

Zhang et al. reported AuNPs with large size are accumulated in liver and spleen. However, 

they also reported that small AuNPs are cleared by renal system [178]. It was demonstrated 

by Zhang that glutathione-loaded AuNPs are metabolized by renal clearance while Bovine 

Serum Albumin-loaded AuNPs show damages in liver, kidney and mice infection [178]. 
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Figure 9. Cellular uptake PEGAuNPs in pancreatic cancer cells imaged by laser scanning 

confocal microscopy in a) reflection mode and b) transmission mode. 

 

AuNPs are used for many biomedical applications including drug delivery vectors based on 

covalent reaction, drug encapsulation, electrostatic adsorption and non-covalent 

conjugation [11, 105, 179-182]. AuNPs can improve anticancer effects of many drugs by 

increasing drug delivery to cancer cells [183], which can be facilitated by passive or active 

targeting mechanisms [184]. 

Several studies showed that AuNPs interact with serum proteins. Chithrani et al. suggested 

that serum proteins are adsorbed on the particle surface creating a corona of protein layer, 

which mediate the AuNP internalization via endocytosis [175]. Also, AuNPs may be a 

potential vector to avoid RES clearance and enhance endothelial diffusion [179].  

Mirkin et al. suggested that paclitaxel loaded oligonucleotide AuNPs may overcome the 

drug-efflux in MDR cancers [185]. A cytotoxicity study with doxorubicin (DOX) loaded 

PEGAuNPs in hepatocellular cell line HepG2R showed ability to overcome MDR 

compared to the free drug [186]. The study demonstrated that the Au-PEG-SS-DOX 

nanoconjugate system efficiently released the drug and enhanced its cytotoxicity against 

MDR cancer cells. This study highlights the potential of using AuNPs for overcoming 

MDR in cancer chemotherapy. Another example is DOX-conjugated AuNPs for treatment 

of breast cancer [187]. These results showed an increase in cancer cell death compared to 

the free DOX and an outgrown drug efflux from the cells.  

Patra et al. reported gemcitabine (anticancer drug) and cetuximab (human epidermal growth 

factor receptor, EGFR, targeting drug) conjugated to AuNPs as an efficient nanosystem for 

inhibition of pancreatic tumour cell proliferation in vitro and in vivo [164]. Bhumkar et al. 

reported chitosan functionalized AuNPs used for transmucosal delivery of insulin [188]. 

These results suggested that chitosan-AuNPs improved pharmacodynamic activity of 

insulin. Jiang et al. suggested that coating of AuNPs with hercepticin enhances their uptake 

in human breast cancer SK-BR-3 cells overexpressing receptor tyrosine-protein kinase 

ErbB2 (also known as EGFR2 or HER2) [189]. Barchi et al. investigated AuNPs conjugated 

with Thomsen-Friedenreich antigen (TF-Ag). The TF-Ag-AuNPs were injected 

intraperitoneally in mice bearing 4T1 murine breast cancer model [190] and it was observed 

that the nanosystem inhibited the tumour growth [190]. 

Brown et al. revealed significant proliferation inhibition of lung epithelial cancer A549 cells 

treated with oxaliplatin adsorbed onto PEGAuNPs [191]. Coelho et al. demonstrated 

b) a) 
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synergistic effect of bortezomib, a proteasome inhibitor, and PEGAuNPs on the inhibition of 

pancreatic (S2013) and prostate (Du145) cancer cell growth (Figure 10) [43]. Significant 

decrease in the proliferation of S2-013 and Du145 cells were observed while similar effect 

is not expressed in normal cells as pancreatic hTERT-HPNEs [43]. 

 

 
Figure 10. Effect of bortezomib (BTZ) plus PEGAuNPs 0.1 nM ( ) and BTZ alone (▲) on 

the growth of pancreatic cancer S2-013 cells (A) and prostate cancer Du145 cells (B) as 

determined by sulforhodamine B (SRB) and Methylene Blue assays, respectively. 

 

One phase I clinical trial study showed efficient internalization of aurimune (CYT-6091), 

which is a PEGAuNP carrier of recombinant human tumour necrosis factor alpha (rhTNF) 

[192]. Aurimune acts as a Trojan horse moving sneakily through the body and entering 

cancer cells to destroy their defence mechanisms. Another promising application of AuNPs 

is the possibility to incorporate them into liposomes, micelles, dendrimers or polymeric 

matrices [193-198]. Kim et al. reported a combination of AuNPs and poly-(amidoamine) 

dendrimers that improve the quality and control of AuNP properties [199]. Nativo et al. 

showed controlled intracellular uptake of AuNPs by liposomes [200] Furthermore, 

Chithrani et al. demonstrated a thousand-fold enhancement in cellular uptake of small (1.4 

nm) Au NPs by liposomes [201]. Paasonen et al. suggested a principle of controlled drug 

release from liposomes by photothermal effect of AuNPs exposed to ultraviolet (UV) 

irradiation [202]. 

Due to unique optical properties of surface plasmon resonance of AuNPs drug delivery by 

this nanosystem can be combined with non-invasive non-ionizing therapeutic approaches 

such as radiofrequency ablation (RFA), photothermal therapy (PTT) or photodynamic 

therapy (PDT). Since AuNPs are good absorbers of ionizing radiation they can also be used 

for enhancement of radiotherapy (RT). Provided targeting AuNPs are employed the above 

mentioned combination therapies will selectivity damage specific cells [57, 160, 183, 203-

205].  

Application of NPs with radiotherapy is an emerging field to explore the combination of 

drug targeting and radiation dose enhancement. Damage to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 

caused by radiation leads to size reduction and destruction of tumours [4, 205, 206]. 

Therefore, if NPs act as radiopharmaceuticals or radiosensitizers such cancer treatment 

modality can be significantly improved [4, 207]. Metallic NPs can enhance radiation effects 

by scattering and/or absorbing high-energy electromagnetic waves (X-rays and gamma 

rays) [57].  

B A 
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Many studies report AuNPs as diagnostic and therapeutic nanomedicines. Kattumuri et al. 

suggested AuNP-contrast X-ray imaging [208]. Better anticancer effects were proved when 

NPs were combined with anticancer drugs and non-ionizing radiofrequency (RF) radiation. 

Glazer et al. showed in vivo increase in pancreatic cancer cell apoptosis when cetuximab, 

PAM4-conjugated AuNPs and RF radiation were combined [209]. El-Sayed et al. reported 

that the use of EGFR coated AuNPs increased the photothermal therapy effect by 20 times 

in human oral squamous cell carcinoma HSC3 cells [210].  

Several studies have shown increase in absorption of X-rays by AuNPs internalized in 

cancer cells [207, 211, 212]. Hainfield et al. has reviewed application of AuNPs as 

radiosensitizers that increase local drug dose and at the same time enhance radiation effects 

[213]. Hainfeld et al. has shown that the combination of AuNPs and 250 kVp X-ray 

radiation in mice-bearing EMT-6 mammary carcinoma significantly improved one-year 

survival rate [214]. Tumour size reduction was dependent on the amount of AuNPs injected 

with 50% one-year survival for 1.35 g Au/kg body weight and 86% survival for 2.7 g 

Au/kg dose. For comparison the animal group treated only with X-rays had only 20% one-

year survival. 

When combined with chemotherapeutic agents AuNPs offer a promising therapeutic 

strategy for advanced stage cancer patients [11, 117]. The first clinical trial with the AuNP 

and rhTNF nanoconstruct (Aurimune, CYT-6091) showed no dose-limiting toxicity of 

rhTNF [117]. This dose-escalation study revealed that AuNPs can deliver rhTNF at the 

drug doses that were previously known to be toxic. 

 

5. Polymeric Nanoparticles 

Biocompatible, stable and biodegradable polymers have received great attention recently. 

These polymers can be formulated into novel nanocarriers encapsulating hydrophilic or 

hydrophobic anticancer drugs [4, 8, 215-217]. Natural and synthetic polymers have already 

been used for drug delivery in preclinical and clinical studies [218]. Some of these reports 

provide DDS with lipid-nanoparticles [219]. Polymeric NPs such as micelles, nanospheres, 

nanocapsules and polymersomes are the most frequently used in DDS. Polymeric NPs 

possess the following advantages for drug delivery [8, 215, 220, 221]: 

 increased drug solubility 

 better drug biodistribution; 

 increased drug stability and circulation half-life time [9, 222, 223]; 

 enhanced drug accumulation in tumours due to the EPR effect [6, 224, 225]; 

 drug targeting to specific locations [226]. 

 

Polymeric DDS is a promising strategy to improve therapeutic index of many drugs. 

Several studies have reported conjugation of polymeric nanocarriers with anti-angiogenic 

agents to target tumour vasculature [19]. Fante et al. developed a polymeric system 

conjugated with dopamine, which is a neurotransmitter recently found to participate in 

regulation of angiogenesis. Clinical anti-angiogenic activity of dopamine has been limited 

due to its very short circulation time while the polymeric formulation has extended this 

time for up to 24 h [19]. Arvizo et al. suggested anti-angiogenic properties of AuNPs [227]. 

Inhibition of pro-angiogenic heparin-binding growth factors is caused by conformational 

changes induced by AuNPs leading to denaturation of the active proteins [18]. 
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Polymers such as poly(lacticco-glycolic acid) (PLGA), polycaprolactone (PCL) and 

polysaccharides derived from algae, plants, microbial population and animals have been 

also in focus [221, 228, 229]. Chitosan, alginate, heparin, hyaluronic acid and dextran are 

examples of polysaccharides used in the nanocarriers [230, 231]. They are high molecular 

weight compounds classified according to their surface charges in cationic polysaccharides 

– chitosan - anionic polysaccharides – gum arabic, alginate, heparin, hyaluronic acid and 

nonionic polysaccharides – dextran [36, 215, 232].  

Chitosan (Ch) is a natural heteropolymer of N-acetyl-D-glucosamine and D- glucosamine 

linked by beta-(1-4)glycosidic bonds obtained by deacetylation of chitin [215, 233]. Ch 

presents low toxicity, is hydrophilic, biodegradable and soluble in acidic solutions due to 

protonation of the amine groups [36]. Ch plays an important role in cancer therapy and can 

be explored for tumour angiogenesis inhibition [234]. Ch has many advantages, including:  

 ability to control release of active agents; 

 avoiding the use of hazardous organic solvents while preparing particles; 

 allowing for ionic crosslinking (cationic nature) with multivalent anions; 

 mucoadhesive character increasing residual time at absorption site [235]; 

 Ch also inhibits angiogenesis process [225, 236]. 

 

Gum arabic (GA) (acacia) is a negatively charged branched polysaccharide with a high 

degree of biocompatibility and biodegradability [237]. The analysis of GA composition 

reveals the presence of a main galactan chain carrying heavily branched 

galactose/arabinose side chains. The carbohydrate moiety is composed of D-galactose (40% 

of the residues), L-arabinose (24%), L-rhamnose (13%), and two types of uronic acids 

responsible for the polyanionic character of the gum, D-glucuronic acid (21%) and 4-O-

methyl-D-glucuronic acid (2%) [238]. Liu et al. suggested that AuNPs can form a novel 

nanocomposite in the presence of GA [239]. The system can be promising for photothermal 

cancer treatment [239]. Effiong et al. revealed that GA-modified magnetic NPs inhibit the 

proliferation of E. coli in media [240]. Avadi et al. developed a nanoparticulate system 

based on ionic gelation between Ch and GA for oral delivery of insulin [241].  

 

Polysaccharide-based NPs can be prepared by different mechanisms: covalent crosslinking, 

ionic crosslinking, polyelectrolyte complexation and self-assembly of hydrophobically 

modified polysaccharides (Table 4) [215, 230, 242, 243]. 

 

Table 4. Methods used for the preparation of polysaccharide-based nanoparticles. 

Method Characteristics 

Covalent 

crosslinking 

Chemical interaction.  

Ionic crosslinking Polyanions/polycations with low molecular weight can 

act as ionic crosslinkers for charged polysaccharides. 

The most common crosslinker used is tripolyphosphate 

(TPP). 

Polyelectrolyte 

complexation 

Polymers with opposite charge surface can form 

polysaccharide NPs by electrostatic interaction. 
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Self-assembly of 

hydrophobically 

modified 

polysaccharides 

Spontaneous formation of micelles by polymeric 

amphiphiles through intermolecular connection between 

hydrophobic moieties.  

 

Anticancer drugs can be entrapped into NP matrix or adsorbed onto NP surface [230, 233, 

244]. Loading efficacy depends on the NP formulation and drug physicochemical 

properties. Anticancer drugs such as doxorubicin, paclitaxel, 5-fluoroaucil can be 

encapsulated in polymeric NPs. Fonseca et al. reported increased inhibitory effect of 

paclitaxel loaded to PLGA NPs in human small cell lung cancer NCl-H69 cells when 

compared to the free drug [245]. Another study showed similar results in HeLa cells with 

higher inhibitory effect of paclitaxel-loaded PLGA NPs [246]. All studies support the use 

of polymeric NPs as DDS. 

Nah et al. prepared paclitaxel loaded in water-soluble Ch NPs. The NPs were produced by 

conjugation of hydrophilic group, methoxy poly-(ethylene) glycol p-nitrophenyl carbonate 

and an hydrophobic group, cholesteryl chloroformate to the free amine groups of Ch [247]. 

Their results showed high NP accumulation in tumours in a murine model and, therefore, a 

considerable anticancer effect. Sahu et al. showed enhanced cytotoxicity of paclitaxel 

loaded in folic acid (FA) modified chitosan NPs in HeLa cells [248].  

 

6. AuNP incorporation into polysaccharide-based matrix  

In recent years, important advances have been made in polymeric NP development [4, 221, 

249]. The motivation is biodegradability of DDS synthesized by new polymers and their 

combinations with inorganic NPs [27]. Polymeric systems demonstrate high efficacy of 

encapsulation and high endocytosis by EPR effect [250]. In addition, they are able to 

protect systemic bioavailability, avoiding normal cells to be exposed to the drug toxicity 

[251-253].  The natural polymers are suitable materials to interact with the normal cells 

conferring to the DDS high biocompatibility [72]. The degradation compounds of 

biopolymers can be metabolized and rapidly cleared from the human body [27]. 

Several studies investigated the role of charged NPs and their interaction with negatively 

charged cell membrane. It has been suggested that positively charged NPs have advantages 

comparing to the negative ones by adsorption on the surface of negatively charged cell 

membrane [139]. Therefore, intracellular internalization will depend on NP charge. It also 

means that positively charged NPs have better plasma membrane penetration properties 

[139]. The major goal is thus to design inert, biocompatible and nontoxic NPs coated by 

biodegradable polysaccharides leading to positively charged NPs. Also, these 

polysaccharide based NPs are good candidates for drug delivery due to their ability to 

increase circulation half-life time, high drug encapsulation efficiency and controlled drug 

release [10]. This nanosystem has a matrix structure where anticancer drugs can be 

adsorbed on the surface or entrapped in the core protecting them from outside reagents [9, 

218]. 

As already mentioned, AuNPs possess unique physico-chemical and photothermal 

properties turning their conjugates with polymers into very promising systems for 

controlled drug release with or without external radiation [254].  

Though natural polymers such as Ch and GA are biocompatible and biodegradable they can 

be useful in improving stability of incorporated NPs [9]. Proper incorporation of NPs in 
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polymer matrices is important for engineering of stabilized Au colloidal suspensions [195, 

197]. Kannan et al. reported the therapeutic efficacy of GA-funtionalized NPs with beta-

emitting Au-198 isotope in prostate tumour xenografts bearing mice [166]. Tumour 

regression by 82% and a control in the growth of prostate tumour over was achieved after 

30 days.  

One possible strategy to design DDS comprising versatile AuNPs is their incorporation into 

a Ch-GA matrix that can be easily prepared by coacervation process [255]. The 

polysaccharide matrix is a result of electrostatic interactions of oppositely charged Ch and 

GA in aqueous solution [255]. The AuNPs loading process can be performed at the time of 

such process of coacervation [253]. The AuNPs are entrapped in the polymer matrix. 

Succesful internalization of such Ch-GA composites with entrapped PEGAuNPs (Ch-GA-

PEGAuNPs) has been achieved in pancreatic cancer S2-013 cells and immortalized human 

pancreatic duct epithelial hTERT-HPNE cells [253] (Figure 11). 

 

 
Figure 11. LSCM reflection (left) and transmission (right) images of S2-013 (A) and 

hTERT-HPNE (B) cells after 48 h incubation. The cells were incubated with Ch-GA-

BTZ+PEGAuNPs with BTZ concentration of 100 nM. Scale bar in all images is 10 μm. 

 

7. Outline and future challenge 

DDS is a promising transport mechanism for cancer diagnosis and treatment. Different 

approaches are presently available for targeted drug delivery with minimal side effects. 

Many NP vectors have been investigated due to their specific properties, biocompatibility 
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and biodegradability. However, despite the fact that some vehicles have already been 

successfully applied in the clinics, continuous investigation for new improvements is 

necessary. Search of safe nanomaterials for therapeutic applications is a challenging 

objective.  

At present, materials such as polysaccharides and AuNPs are the most suitable candidates 

for a) effective combination therapies against cancer leading to enhancement of therapeutic 

efficacy in patients, b) lowering toxicity and undesired side-effects, and c) targeted delivery 

of anticancer drugs to specific sites. Conceptual understanding of pharmacokinetics, 

pharmacodynamics and immune responses is relevant for successful design of novel DDS 

for cancer diagnosis and therapy. 
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